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Missouri Basin River Forecast Center
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History
• AFOS
• Circa early 1980’s
• Simple vector graphics
• Monochrome
History
• Early generation radar
• 50’s and 60s technology
• Hand digitized to national grid 
using paper and wax pencil
History … Leap Forward to Today
In-house GIS
• Why in-house GIS and not COTS such as ESRI?
Modernization took place in the 1990s 
• Early ad-hoc weather visualization software developed 
by academia and NWS on UNIX.
• Lack of robust commercial GIS based on NWS needs.




• Ingest huge datasets from a variety of sources.
• Backroom geoprocessing done automatically.
• Ability to plot and overlay a multitude of datasets.
• Data is time-synched.
• New data automatically ingested and displayed.
• Easy to use!!
Let the forecaster focus on forecasting and severe weather.
Weather GIS Applications
Two major GIS application packages:
CAVE – Common AWIPS Visualization Environment
GFE – Gridded Forecast Editor
Weather GIS Applications
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GFE – Graphical Forecast Editor
What is GFE?
• An graphical and visual method of producing forecasts in the 
NWS.
• Edit gridded weather elements with a “paint brush” approach
temperature, wind, clouds, rain, snow, etc
• Gridded weather elements generate products at the push of a 
button.
Weather GIS Applications







GFE – Graphical Forecast Editor
Temporal Weather Editor
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Two major GIS application packages:
CHPS – Community Hydrologic Prediction System
MPE – Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimator
Hydrology GIS Applications
CHPS – Community Hydrologic Prediction System
What is CHPS?
• A conglomeration of hydrologic models and data handling 
systems used to generate river forecasts and water 
resource information for the National Weather Service’s 13 
River Forecast Centers.
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MPE – Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimator
Multisensor Precipitation Estimates are a combination of radar 
rainfall estimates and actual precipitation gage measurements.
Forecasters enhance radar rainfall grids using ground truth 
point precipitation data. 
Used mainly for input to soil moisture models for river flood 
forecasting.
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GIS Frameworks in the 
National Weather Service
Thank you for your time.
Questions?
